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There’s been a great deal of analysis of sales data from US and global retailers 
looking at sales curves, consumer sentiment, channel-shifting and the growth of 
online vs. brick and mortar. That’s very important. This study is not intended to be 
that.  Edgewood’s retail trade discovery is complementary - the qualitative side 
of consumer goods retailing.  How do retailers feel?  What are their priorities?  
What lessons have they learned or want to learn and what help do they want 
most? 

In April, we talked to leading food, drug, mass, club and online retailers, 25 VPs, 
Directors, Category managers and senior buyers across several food, OTC, HBA 
and perimeter categories for their thoughts and perspectives on the Covid 19 
crisis impact on retail and they were exceedingly honest.  We learned more than 
we bargained for.  Retailers have learned some valuable lessons. They still have 
more questions than answers and invite collaborative partners, manufacturers 
and consultants to pitch-in with support and most importantly; with actionable 
insights.  The industry needs strategies and programs to help navigate uncertainty 
and steer the way to recovery and whatever life will bring in the ‘new non-normal’.

We believe you’ll find Edgewood’s retail trade discovery findings to be rich with
insights, thought-provoking questions and a solid call to

action.  Our perspectives on thought 
leadership and next steps provide a strategic 

path for manufacturers and their retail 
partners as they journey forward to 

navigate uncertainty together.
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Pandemic and 
Unprecedented Retail Impact
the covid 19 crisis hit us retail stores in late February and early March, 2020 
and resulted in more fear, chaos and disruption to the economy, shoppers and 
consumer goods than 9/11.  Panic buying led to 
long lines followed by rampant out of stocks across 
several categories, many which persist over two 
months later.

“I don’t recall ever not having toilet paper in all 
our stores. Not only that, paper towels, water, rice, 
flour, etc. at same time!”

“This must be what life during wartime is like”

“Stores look like propaganda tape of old Soviet store, 
showing how bad it is”

“It took 2-3 days at the most to empty the store. 
It was unbelievable”

this crisis also drove a surge in demand for 
ecommerce buying, home delivery and pick and click curbside pick-up service. 
this sudden demand caught the industry by surprise with many retailers caught 
unprepared and ‘behind the curve’.  even the most fortunate and prepared 
retailers struggle to scale up capacity to meet new demand.

“Our web business has gone up a lot. Don’t have numbers yet… Stores are 
opposite -50% - 60% less traffic, much less # trips.”

“Our pickup service has tripled.  We launched this at just the right time.”

“My only wish is that if we were better prepared and better equipped, we 
could service our customers.”

Quotations from Edgewood Retail Trade Probes
april, 2020
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Brick and mortar in-store shopping is still the predominant way most people 
shop, but social distancing and personal safety concerns have affected the 
shopping experience in many ways. Trips and traffic have declined and new 
pressures on stores range from staffing, supply chain, checkout systems and 
safety to name a few.

“Working to reduce risks to shoppers and employees (aisle flow solutions, 
self-checkout)… average time spent in store will very likely be reduced”

“Social distancing will stay for a long period of time. Need to build better 
check out systems and traffic control at club level.”

Immediate priorities retailers are grappling with in the midst of this crisis are 
led by

   • Safety - for store associates and for shoppers
   • Product supply / reducing OOS
   • Scaling up capability and capacity to handle higher demand for 
      online order / store pick-up or delivery

some larger, well-heeled manufacturers leapt on the opportunity to help 
retailers in their time of need.  Retailers shared the creative and resourceful 
tactics some manufacturers employed while jumping to their assistance with 
an empathetic, customer and shopper-focused approach.  Examples like:

   • Financial support to retailers extending payment terms
   • Guarantee/protecting retailers against over-stocks
   • Promo support directly to shoppers to help attract/retain them
   • Provided retailers with earliest warnings on crisis and provided 
      best in class fill rates (both mfg & delivery) of core items when 
      crisis ensued
   • Increased DSD delivery frequency, even twice a day to some 
      stores to minimize oos
   • Supported retailers’ staging areas to facilitate curb-side pick-up
   • Offered assistance to provide Covid testing and ultimately will 
      support vaccinations (in-store clinics) when time comes
   • Donated to food banks, agencies, etc. in retailers’ names 
      providing free PR to build banner equity with community
   • Provided information on how to treat associates, improve work 
      conditions, help shoppers regarding virus safety & quarantine

“From the beginning (early) anticipated coming shortage and began to help 
us carry extra inventory… Wasn’t enough but it did help us.”

“Helped us by stocking our shelves with product from outside of the country.”

“Provided free 
goods to food 
banks, our 
warehouse staff, 
other groups - 
health care workers 
and first responders 
on our behalf”       
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Uncertainty and Navigating 
Uncharted Waters
“Next Phase? Return to normal? I don’t think it will be up to us”

we asked retailers what the next phases will be like and when they will begin, 
and the most common first answer was an honest “I don’t know”.  There are so 
many unanswered questions that still haven’t been resolved months into the 
crisis.

   • How long will quarantine last?
   • How virulent is Covid19?
   • Will it return?
   • Will we find a cure/vaccine and when?

Take each of these key questions, assume each has a good, 
a bad and middle of the road answer, and you end up with 
81 potential scenarios.  This is why we say, “the enemy has a 
voice”. 

in sports, coaches improve their team’s chances of winning 
with competitive intelligence.  The best football coaches scout, 
study film, develop game plans and practice to prepare.  The 
team that makes the best adjustments in games usually wins, 
so coaches have strategies to continually read the other team’s 
schemes, their plays and defense.  good teams impose their 
will when they can and take what their opponent gives them 
the rest of the time.  To throw opponents off their game-
plan, savvy coaches increase uncertainty for their opponents 
with motions, shifts, audibles, RPOs, counters, play action, no 
huddle hurry-up and a host of tactics to take away opponent’s 
strengths, disguise their own and increase competitor’s 
discomfort.

Likewise, consumer goods strategists know they cannot 
shy away from uncertainty.  thought leaders recognize that 
they need to assess, learn and find ways to make the best 
plans possible and be ready to make last minute adjustments in the face of 
uncertainty.

Implications: Collaborative partners who can add value with actionable insights 
and thought leadership will earn their seat at the table.  thought leaders who 
can add value in helping to take a rational, strategic approach to navigating 
these uncharted waters and uncertain times will be rewarded with success over 
brands and retailers who make poor choices, aren’t nimble or make the bigger 
mistake of waiting… until it’s too late.  This is indeed a call to action.

“What will new-
normal be like?  I 
have no idea, but I 
know it will never 
be the same.”
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Short Term Retail Challenges
retailers described in detail the issues they need to address in the next two 
to three months.  rising to the top are these three they consider their highest 
priorities:

1) Recovering lost traffic/trips (or retaining trips & shoppers gained) 
2) Recovering product supply and eliminating OOS 
3) Thought leadership to help with near and long term recovery

Followed by a host of challenges including:

   • Assortment optimization 
   • Shopper targeting 
   • Safety 
   • Promotion 
   • Shopper Education

Moving Forward to Recovery and 
‘Non-Normal’
retailers are beginning to 
turn attention to recovery and 
want insights, strategy and 
support to rebuild traffic and 
shopper confidence

Retailers’ two major recovery 
issues are: recovering 
business and shopper 
confidence.

recover business - i.e. sales, 
traffic, trips or shoppers lost 
during this crisis.  in some 
cases, retailers must also determine how best to retain new business gained.

Recover shopper confidence - find ways to instill confidence in a safe shopping 
experience.  Most retailers believe this will take much longer to resolve.

“Quarantine gets lifted but how long will the fear and reluctance last among 
customers? …Until the vaccine is developed it will be very difficult to go back 
to being normal.”

“Learn from airlines how customers regained confidence to fly after 9/11”

“Traffic is one 
issue “we” need to 
overcome, but this 
will take a very long 
time and help... We 
don’t know how to 
address it yet.”
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edgewood has a long history of developing strategic plans and programs that 
have resulted in successful transformational innovation at retail.  With that in 
mind, here are three important principles to keep in mind when developing a 
recovery strategy of this magnitude.

• Look forward, not backward – there’s an old military maxim: “Generals are 
   always fighting the last war, planning for the next.”  The ‘recency effect’ is the 
   tendency to remember the most recently presented information best.   
   Beware that the ‘recency effect’ favors looking backwards (in this case, at 
   intitial crisis mode) instead of forward when planning recovery.

• Aim Before You Shoot - strategy is as 
   much about what you choose not to do 
   as what you choose to do.  assessment 
   helps you choose wisely.  Look before 
   you leap.  Like a good football coach, 
   be sure to scout, prepare and have a 
   well thought out game-plan as well as 
   the metrics and knowledge to enable 
   the right game-time adjustments.

• Advantages of a Phased Approach - when a war 
   cannot be won in a single battle, campaign strategy 
   maps the series of battles to victory. For this long 
   climb back to recovery, we recommend breaking up 
   the challenge into discrete phases because the priorities 
   change with each phase and the strategy and tactical 
   effectiveness of your efforts and investments likewise 
   change in each phase along the way.

We recommend an approach that tailors your recovery strategy and tactics 
uniquely with
   • Retailer Assessment - Results vary by retailer and each faces different 
      obstacles & opportunities to recover and thrive.  Benchmark retailer results 
      with research & analysis to understand causal factors - WHY? And 
      understand the implications for priority, strategy, tactics? 
   • Category Assessment - Categories have responded differently, each with 
      unique key success factors to defend & recover.  How have your core 
      shoppers been affected in each category? What are your implications for 
      priority, strategy, tactics?
   • Phased Plan – Priorities, challenges, objectives and measures of success 
      change by phase as brands and retailers progress from crisis mode to 
      Recovery and into to New (non) Normal phases.

Generals... always 
fighting the last 
war, planning for 
the next. 
Cautionary tale: 
Don’t look back to 
plan the future
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Assess categories and retailers with a series of assessment protocols to identify 
and prioritize challenges to overcome, strengths to leverage and opportunities 
to capitalize on.

   • Categories should be assessed based on how essential or substitutable the 
      products are, underlying demand growth, changes to penetration, brand 
      equity, and preferences by omnichannel outlet . 
   * Retailer results vary and each faces vastly different obstacles and 
      opportunities to recovery. Assess sales, trips and shopper penetration by 
      B & M, online only and click and pick as well as penetration, baskets, and 
      banner equity.

“Love to learn 
how best to come 
out of this, what 
to do during next 
stage...”
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War-Gaming Multiple 
Scenarios

uncertainty is why military 
strategiest engage in war-

gaming.

explore mutliple scenarios, 
develop detailed plans to 
enhance decision-making, 

what information to 
monitor, how to assess and 

react with precision.

Consider the dangers of the recency effect with the following example. A 
common refrain heard during the heat of the crisis about assortment is:

“We want to focus on core SKUs for the time being.”

This makes sense during crisis mode when priorities are to maximize product 
supply and minimize shoppers’ time in stores. However, as time marches 
on to recovery and new (non) normal phases, priorities shift to recovering 
trips and building baskets respectively. Assortments should change to reflect 
these changing priorities in each phase. This is a valuable lesson to guide 
preparedness planning and why a phased approach to strategy and tactics is 
most effective.

Moving Towards Preparedness
retailers admit they were caught unprepared for this crisis. they waited 
for leadership and when direction came, it came too slowly.  This is a 
wake-up call.  Retailers want to proactively prepare for the next / new 
crises.

“No one knew what to do… took long time to come up with directives”

“Our fault not having plan B, and even more so, not considering such 
event could happen.”

“None of us were ready... What if half of the US is out of power?”

“Good experience for future unpredicted disaster. Let’s say internet 
went out statewide. Would we know what to do?”

Retailers insist they don’t want to be caught so flat-footed next time.  
They want to plan strategy & tactics in advance that will address 
multiple scenarios and several possible disasters from another 
pandemic to regional power outage, cyber-attack, etc.  To execute 
these crisis plans effectively, organizations need to do more than 
develop plans.  They need to find, train & empower leadership from 
HQ to store level.  Equip them with playbooks, practice and training 
to be able to adjust on the fly and support them with a culture of 
empowerment.

“We need to have plan B, plan C moving forward. Assess certain 
scenarios and ways to deal with each. It’s like building a bomb shelter 
during war.”

“We could have reacted better. We eventually told store managers to 
do what’s needed without second guessing.”

Implication: scenario plan to develop strategies to execute in next 
crises. Also train & empower leadership with a culture to execute 
effectively and make necessary ‘halftime’ adjustments.

“People top 
to bottom just 
panicked. We 
took too long to 
respond. We didn’t 
have anything 
planned for such 
an event. Everyone 
was looking for 
directions from 
others.”
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Thought Leadership
Now more than ever, retailers are eager for actionable insights and thought 
leadership from trusted suppliers, manufacturers and consultants who can 
tailor them to their needs.

   • Understand what happened and where they stand 
   • How to recover or retain trips & shoppers efficiently in near term and long 
      term 
   • Anything to help retailers with preparedness for future crises

retailers realize this will be a long challenge and are very open to help and a 
collaborative, team approach; especially if recommendations and programs are 
tailored to their unique situation & needs

“We have not seen any insights relating what to do moving forward. We can 
learn valuable lessons.”

“We are completely open to any support and any strategies, insight, and 
workable initiatives.”

“I don’t even know what my unmet needs are regarding this crisis.  I know 
we’re going to learn a lot and we’re looking forward to it from suppliers, 
brokers and consultants.”

retailers provided us with their suggested do’s and don’ts for manufacturers 
and vendors

do - retailers suggest what they want most 

   • Empathy not sympathy 
   • Strategy with insights and support on recovery 
   • Immediate help with program support, community support or 
      funding to help allay fears, improve safety and lure back shoppers 
   • Information & education on employee & shopper safety

“Talk to us with solutions in mind and firm future plans that will help all of 
us. Weigh our concern over your brand. Help us make right plan and address 
issues with solutions.”

doN’t - retailers advise what they don’t need or want 

   • Pry with questions retailers can’t answer 
   • Make promises you can’t deliver 
   • Offer ideas to capitalize on or profit from crisis 
   • Describe opportunities without actionable insights or support

“Don’t call with useless info or emails (we’ve had plenty), especially without 
solutions.”

“If there ever was 
a time when we 
wanted thought 
leadership, this is 
it.”
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“Recovery will be 
a tall order… need 
help from every 
part of the industry.  
We can’t do this 
alone.”

Team Effort
There’s a refreshing level of honesty about initial crisis and the confusion at 
retail and hQ that ensued.

   • Retailers realize that OOS were not the cause of the problem, but rather a 
      symptom.   
   • Nobody is casting blame or pointing fingers. 
   • Retailers acknowledge own unpreparedness, indecision and delayed 
      reactions.

In this spirit, retailers are receptive to a collaborative, team approach to tackle 
problems with solutions.

   • Appreciate the can-do attitude and unconditional support they have 
      received so far 
   • Appreciate the selfless dedication of associates 
   • Look forward to a team approach to recovery

“Even with shortage of products, fear, and health concerns, I must give our 
associates at store level praise during this difficult time.”

IMPLICATION: Consider taking a collaborative, in some cases, industry-wide 
approach open to leveraging industry associations for insights, strategy 
and solutions as manufacturers and their retail partners journey forward to 
navigate uncertainty together.
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Thought Leadership and Retail 
Strategy with 
Edgewood Consulting Group
Edgewood Consulting Group helps manufacturers and retailers collaborate 
effectively to generate win-win results. Edgewood supports these 
collaborations with the insights, innovation and implementation support that 
builds sales, equity and ROI.
Learn more about our revolutionary approaches to omnichannel insights, 
innovation and implementation:
   • Built for CPG – insights on your shoppers, your brands, and how they shop
   • Turnkey service – innovation, strategy, actionable programs you can use 
      right away

to learn more about how edgewood can help, contact us at 973-644-9788 or 
visit our website at edgewoodcg.com.

Contributors to this paper include Martin Baum, John Ferramosca, John 
Kennington, Jeff Rehling, and Bernie Wojtas from Edgewood Consulting Group 
and Pete Bowen from wisdom ventures.

to learn more 
about how 

Edgewood can help, 
contact us at 

973-644-9788 or 
visit our website  at 
edgewoodcg.com.
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